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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs,
M09-E, #89222

ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES
Academic Affairs Program Officer, M04-M, #89340
UH Edu Sp III, P9, #80489 (N)
UH Edu Sp III, P9, #80490
Secretary II, SR-14, #39494

SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Secretary IV, SR-18, #15498

PLANNING, ASSESSMENT AND POLICY ANALYSIS
Institutional Research and Analysis Program Officer, M04-M, #89340
Secretary II, #47760 (.50)
UH Institutional Analyst II, P9, #80217 (.75) (N)
UH Institutional Analyst I, P4, #80659 (.50)
UH Institutional Analyst I, P4, #80684 (.50)
UH Institutional Analyst I, P4, #80686 (.50)
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES,
PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION
UH Registered Architect II, P15, #80793

SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Secretary II, SR-14, #19016

DESIGN AND PLANNING
UH Registered Engineer I, P13, #80791
UH Registered Architect I, P13, #81054
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COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UH Computer Specialist VI, P13, #81038

UH Institutional Analyst II, P8, #80019
UH Computer Specialist IV, P9, #81641
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